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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 31 (1995), 163 { 170ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS ON WEYL GROUPS OFTYPE An(n � 4)An(n � 4)An(n � 4)SAMY A. YOUSSEF, S. G. HULSURKARAbstract. A graph structure is de�ned on the Weyl groups. We show thatthese graphs are connected for Weyl groups of type An for n � 4.1. Introduction.We have de�ned a graph structure on Weyl groups through the root systemassociated with them. The planarity and the other properties of such graphs hasbeen studied elsewhere ( [1] and [2] ). The motivation for these graphs come fromthe method employed in proving the truth of Verma's conjecture on Weyl's dimen-sion polynomial [3] which arose in connection with the irreducible representationsof algebraic Chevalley groups and their Lie algebras. A certain matrix was de�nedthere which imposes a new partial order on Weyl groups. That matrix has beenalso explored by Chastkofsky [4]. The same matrix is the weighted incidence ma-trix for our de�nition of graphs on Weyl groups. We prove in this paper that suchgraphs are connected for Weyl groups of type An for n � 4. The graphs on Weylgroups of type A1; A2; A3 and B2 are disconnected. In fact, they consist of isolatedpoints and isolated edges. Except these graphs other graphs on Weyl groups seemto be connected as supported by the data on Weyl groups of type B3; C3; B4; C4and D4. We end up the paper with a conjecture on the connectedness of graphson Weyl groups. We use the de�nitions, notations and the results given by [5],and also results from [6]. 2. The Subgroup 
0.Let � be a real root system in a real vector space E of dimension n with apositive de�nite inner product (,). Let �1; �2; : : : ; �n be the simple roots andW (�) be the Weyl group associated to �. Then W (�) is generated by Ri; i =1; 2; : : : ; n where Ri = R�i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. We also write W in place of W (�).Let �1; �2; : : : ; �n be the fundamental weights of �, i.e., (�i; �_j ) = �ij (Kroneckerdelta) where �_ = 2�=(�; �) for � 2 �. Suppose X = PZ�i and X0 = PZ�i1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 20F55.Key words and phrases. Weyl groups, root systems, connectivity of graphs.Received March 7, 1994



164 S. A. YOUSSEF, S. G. HULSURKARare root lattice and weight lattice respectively and Z is the set of integers. HereX 0 � X. Let D be the group of translations T� for � 2 X acting on E or Xde�ned by xT� = x+ �. Similarly, D0 be the group of translations T� for � 2 X 0.Suppose fW and fW 0 are the groups generated by W;D and W;D0 respectively. fW 0is the a�ne Weyl group associated with �. It is known that fW 0 is generated byR0; R1; : : : ; Rn where R0 = R�0T��0 and ��0 is the short dominant root in �.The fundamental domain of fW 0 in E is E� whereE� = fx 2 Ej (x; �_i ) � 0; (x;��_0 ) � 1; 1 � i � ng,We call E� the fundamental simplex. E� has the usual property: any x 2 E hasa unique image in E� under the action of the group fW 0. Let �0 be the uniqueelement of W of maximal length. For �xed j, let �j = f�ij1 � i � n; i 6= jg, thenW (�j) is the Weyl group for the root system �j. Let �j be the unique element ofmaximal length in W (�j). If ��_0 = nPi=1ni�_i then write it as nPi=0ni�_i = 0 andde�ne J0 = fjjnj = 1g. The group fW acts as the permutation group on the set ofsimplices f(E�)wjw 2 fW 0g. The stabilizer 
 of E� is given by 
 = fjT�j jj 2 J0gwhere j = �0�j; j 2 J0. The group 
 is isomorphic to the subgroup 
0 = fj jj 2J0g of W . This subgroup 
0 is important for our discussions. For � 2 W , letI� = fij1 � i � n; `(�Ri) < `(�)g where `(�) is the length of �. For � 2W , de�ne�� = Pi2I� �i and �� = ����1.3. A graph �(W ) on W .We de�ne a graph �(W ) on W whose vertices are elements of W . A pointx 2 E is called W -regular if x lies in the interior of a Weyl chamber. This isalso equivalent to D(x) 6= 0 where D(x) is the Weyl's dimension polynomial atx 2 E. For �; � 2 W we write � �! � i� ����0 + �� is W -regular. It is knownthat only one of ����0 + �� and ����0 + �� is W -regular [3]. For �; � 2 W with� 6= � we de�ne an unordered pair (�; � ) to be an edge in the graph �(W ) on W i�either � �! � or � �! �. This de�nition of graph depends upon the root system.Therefore the correct notation for the graph is �(W (�)) but we write �(�) or�(W ) depending upon the context. For x 2 E and � 2W , let x(�) be the uniqueimage of x� in the fundamental domain of D. It can be easily shown thatx(��) = (x(�))(�)(3.1)for �; � 2 W . If x 2 E� then x(�) = x� + T�� . Further x() 2 E� for  2 
0.From eqn.(3.1), we can easily obtain �� = �� + �� for � 2W and  2 
0 whichsimpli�es to �� = � + ���1(3.2)This leads to the followingLemma 3.1. Let �; � 2 W and  2 
0. Then � �! � i� � �! � . Inparticular, (�; � ) is an edge in �(W ) i� (�; � ) is an edge in �(W ).



ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS 165Proof. We have ����0 + �� = (����0 + �� )�1 from eqn. (3.2). This shows that����0 + �� is W -regular i� ����0 + �� is W -regular, which proves the lemma.�4. Some results on 
0.First we prove a result for j 2 
0 which holds for all Weyl groups associatedwith the irreducible root system.Lemma 4.1. Let j = �0�j . Then j is characterized by the following property:j is the unique element for which `(j ) = `(�0) � `(�j); `(jRj) < `(j ) and`(jRi) > `(j) for i 6= j, holds.Proof. The relation j = �0�j easily gives the equality `(j ) = `(�0)� `(�j) since`(�0�) = `(�0) � `(�) holds for any element � 2 W . Suppose `(jRi) < `(j)for some i 6= j, then j = 0jRi where `(j ) = `(0j) + 1. Since ��1j = �j, wehave �0 = j�j and therefore `(�0) = `(j�j) = `(0jRi�j) � `(0j ) + `(Ri�j) �`(0j)+`(�j )�1 = `(j)+`(�j )�2 < `(j )+`(�j ) = `(�0), a contradiction. Hence`(jRi) > `(j) for i 6= j. If `(jRj) > `(j) also then j is identity, which is acontradiction. Therefore `(jRj) < `(j).Now we prove the uniqueness. Suppose � has the property `(� ) = `(�0) �`(�j); `(�Ri) > `(� ) for i 6= j and `(�Rj) < `(� ). We show that � = j . Since`(�Rj) < `(� ), we must have � 6= id. We show that`(��j) = `(� ) + `(�j)(4.1.1)If `(� ) = 1 then � = Rj and the equality follows easily, we assume `(� ) > 1. Notethat if we write � = � 02� 01 where `(� ) = `(� 02) + `(� 01) then `(� 01Rj) < `(� 01) and`(� 01Ri) > `(� 01) for i 6= j, otherwise we get a contradiction for the condition on � .Suppose `(��j) < `(� ) + `(�j)(4.1.2)Since `(� ) > 1 we can write � = �2Rk�1 where`(� ) = `(�2) + `(�1) + 1; `(�2) � 0(4.1.3)Choose �1 such that`(�1�j) = `(�1) + `(�j); `(Rk�1�j) < `(�1�j)(4.1.4)This is possible because of the assumptions in eqn.(4.1.2). The choice of �1 showsthat `(Rk�1�j) = `(� ) + `(�j)� 1(4.1.5)By writing any reduced expression for �1; �j and applying \exchange condition"to �1�j we conclude from eqn.(4.1.4) that Rk�1�j is equal to either � 01�j or �1�0jwhere � 01 has one generator less than that of expression for �1 and similarly for �0j ,and therefore `(� 01) < `(�1). In fact, `(� 01) = `(�1)� 1 and `(�0j) = `(�j)� 1. Thiscan be proved as follows. If Rk�1�j = � 01�j then `(� 01�j) � `(� 01) + `(�j) and also



166 S. A. YOUSSEF, S. G. HULSURKAR`(� 01�j) = `(�1)+`(�j)�1 from eqn.(4.1.5) which gives `(�1)�1 � `(� 01) < `(�1) andwe get the result for � 01. Similarly the claim for �0j can be proved. If Rk�1�j = � 01�jholds then Rk�1 = � 01 where `(Rk�1) < `(�1), a contradiction to eqn.(4.1.3). IfRk�1�j = �1�0j then Rk�1 = �1�0j�j = �1R` for some ` 6= j, since `(�0j�j) = 1because �j is the unique element of maximal length in W (�j) and �0j 2 W (�j).In this case we have � = �2Rk�1 = �2�1R` for some ` 6= j, and `(�R`) = `(�2�1) �`(�2)+ `(�1) < `(� ) from eqn.(4.1.3). Again a contradiction to the assumptions on� . This proves eqn.(4.1.1). Therefore, we have `(��j) = `(� ) + `(�j) = `(�0) fromthe condition on � . Since �0 is the unique element of maximal length in W , wemust have ��j = �0 i.e. � = �0�j = j since �j = ��1j . This completes the proofof the lemma 4.1.From now on we restrict our discussions to Weyl groups of type An. Let �An�1denote the Dynkin diagram obtained by omitting the nth node in the Dynkindiagram of An. Therefore, if �1; �2; : : : ; �n are the simple roots corresponding toAn then �1; �2; : : : ; �n�1 are the simple roots for �An�1. LetW (An) andW ( �An�1)denote the corresponding Weyl groups. We have the followingLemma 4.2. The subgroup 
0 of W (An) is a cyclic group of order (n+ 1) gen-erated by 1 = RnRn�1 : : :R2R1. Further all the nonidentity elements of 
0 donot lie in W ( �An�1).Proof. We have following correspondence from [5], page 661:�i + �j = �k(modX 0) i� ij = k(4.2.1)where i = �0�i and �i is the maximal element in the group W (�i) where �i =f�jjj 6= ig. It is known that for An, X=X0 is a cyclic group of order (n + 1)generated by �1 + X0. Therefore, by the correspondence in eqn. (4.2.1), 
0 isgenerated by 1 = �0�1. It is easy to see that `(1) = n, since the length ofthe maximal element in W (An) is n(n + 1)=2. Further, `(1R1) < `(1) and`(1Ri) > `(1) for i 6= 1. One can easily verify that the element RnRn�1 : : :R1of W (An) satis�es the conditions. Then by Lemma 4.1, we must have 1 =RnRn�1 : : :R2R1. The element  = �11 = R1R2 : : :Rn is also a generator of 
0.We have Ri+1 = Ri for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1. This gives Rni = iRn�1 fori = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1. Therefore, we have Rn = iRn�1�i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1.Now Rn�i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1 lies in W ( �An�1) and if any one of i for i =1; 2; : : : ; n � 1 lies in W ( �An�1) then Rn 2 W ( �An�1). A contradiction. Thereforei for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1 and n = �1 do not lie in W ( �An�1).The above lemma 4.2 leads to the decomposition of W (An) given below.Lemma 4.3. Let  = R1R2 : : : Rn. Then W (An) is disjoint union ofW ( �An�1);  W ( �An�1); : : : ; nW ( �An�1).Proof. Recall that jW (An)j = (n + 1) ! . Consider 
0� for � 2 W ( �An�1). Then
0� = f�; �; : : : ; n�g. Now none of i� for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n can lie in W ( �An�1)since i� = � 2W ( �An�1) implies i = ���1 2W ( �An�1) which contradicts lemma4.2. Also j
0�j = n + 1. The cosets f
0�j� 2 W ( �An�1)g are n ! in number andthey make up for n ! (n+1), i.e., (n+1) ! elements. Therefore W (An) = f
0�j� 2



ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS 167W ( �An�1)g. This shows that W (An) = fi�ji = 0; 1; : : : ; n; � 2 W ( �An�1)g whichcan be written as W (An) = fiW ( �An�1)ji = 0; 1; : : : ; ng and this completes theproof.Corollary 4.3. Every coset of 
0 inW (An) contains a unique element ofW ( �An�1).Remark. We can consider the Dynkin diagram obtained by deleting the �rstnode in the Dynkin diagram of An which we can denote by ~An�1. Then all theresults mentioned in lemma 4.2 and lemma 4.3 are valid with �An�1 replaced by~An�1 and  replaced by 1.Now we come to our crucial lemma for proving the connectedness of �(An).Lemma 4.4. In W (An), for n > 4 we have Rn�3Rn�4 �! RnRn�1Rn�2Rn�1.In other words, for n > 4, (Rn�3Rn�4; RnRn�1Rn�2Rn�1) is an edge in �(An).Proof. We have from [6] (pages 205-206) ,�i = e1 + � � �+ ei � (i=(n+ 1))(e1 + � � �+ en+1); �i = ei � ei+1;for i = 1; 2; : : : :n where ei are the orthonormal basis of the Euclidean space ofdimension (n+ 1). From this it easily follows that for n > 4,�n�1 + �n�2 � �n�4 = �n�3 + 2�n�2 + 2�n�1 + �n:(4.4.1)This gives(�n�1 + �n�2)Rn�1Rn�2Rn�1Rn + (� � �n�4)Rn�4Rn�3 = �Rn(4.4.2)In fact it is easy to verify that eqn.(4.4.2) gives eqn. (4.4.1) after using �iRj =�i��ij�j; �iRi+1 = �i+�i+1; �iRi�1 = �i+�i�1, and �iRj = �i for j 6= i+1; i�1.Now eqn.(4.4.2) impliesRn�3Rn�4 �! RnRn�1Rn�2Rn�1 since �Rn isW -regularas it is in the interior of a Weyl chamber.5. Connectedness of �(An).We state our main result in the followingTheorem 5.1. The graph �(An) for n � 4 is connected.Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The graph �(A4) is connected as it can beeasily veri�ed by the fusion method described in [7] applied to the claws of �(A4)given in the appendix. Suppose �(An�1) for n > 4 is connected. We show that�(An) is connected. The subgraph �( �An�1) of �(An) can be taken as �(An�1)as �An�1 is of same type as An�1. Suppose C is a connected component of �(An)containing the connected subgraph �( �An�1). From lemma 3.1, it easily followsthat 0C is again a connected component for 0 2 
0.From lemma 4.4, for n > 4, we have (Rn�3Rn�4; RnRn�1Rn�2Rn�1) is anedge in �(An). This edge lies in C as Rn�3Rn�4 2 W ( �An�1). Now the edge(Rn�3Rn�4; RnRn�1Rn�2Rn�1) which is same as (R1R2 : : :RnRn�3Rn�4; R1R2: : :Rn�3Rn�1) lies in C. But the vertex R1R2 : : :Rn�3Rn�1 lies in C as it is anelement of W ( �An�1). In other words, the vertex R1R2 : : :Rn�3Rn�1 2 C \ C.



168 S. A. YOUSSEF, S. G. HULSURKARThis impliesC = C, which in turn gives C = iC for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Therefore Cis stable under the group 
0, since  generates 
0. We conclude that C has all theelements of iW ( �An�1) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n, as vertices. By lemma 4.3, W (An) isunion of iW ( �An�1) for i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; n. Therefore, C contains all the elementsof W (An) as vertices. This proves �(An) is connected for n � 4.The theorem suggests the following conjecture on the connectivity of �(W ) forany Weyl group W .Conjecture. If � is an irreducible root system then �(W (�)) is a connectedgraph except when � is of type A1; A2; A3 and B2.This conjecture is strongly supported by the graphs of the Weyl groups of typeG2; B3; C3; B4; C4 and D4 for which we have the complete data with us.AppendixA pair of vertices u; v of a graph � are said to be fused if the two vertices u; vare replaced by a new vertex w such that every edge incident on either u or v oron both is incident on w. Take any vertex vo of a graph and fuse all the verticesadjacent to it. Take this fused vertex and fuse it with all the vertices adjacentto it. Repeat this process till it is impossible to fuse the vertices any more. Thismethod gives a connected component of the graph � containing the vertex v0. Inthis way we can �nd all the connected components of the graph �. In particular,if all the vertices of � are fused into a single vertex then � is connected. We haveapplied this method to the graph �(A4) to conclude that it is connected.Let �1 be a subgraph with vertices v0; v1; : : : ; vn and edges (v0; v1); (v0; v2); : : : ;(v0; vn). We call �1 a claw with centre v0. We write this claw as (v0; v1; : : : ; vn)where the centre v0 is underlined. In general (u1; u2; : : : ; ui; : : : ; un) denotes aclaw with centre ui.Our computation of edges in �(W ) naturally gives the claws whose number isless than the order of W . In general, the values of ����0 + �� with � �xed and� varying gives a claw with centre �. Listed below are the claws in �(A4). Byapplying the \fusion" method to these claws we �nd that �(A4) is connected.The generators ofW (A4) are R1; R2; R3 and R4 with relations R21 = R22 = R23 =R24 = id; (R1R2)3 = (R2R3)3 = (R3R4)3 = id;R1R3 = R3R1; R1R4 = R4R1 andR2R4 = R4R2 where id is the identity element of W (A4). If Ri1Ri2 : : :Rim is anelement of W (A4) then we write it as i1i2 : : : im. The claw (3; 3423; 3121; 34121)means the subgraph of �(A4) with edges (3423; 3); (3423; 3121) and (3423; 34121)where 3; 3423; 3121 and 34121 are elements of W (A4).



ON CONNECTEDNESS OF GRAPHS 169Claws of �(A4).(id, 213, 3214, 2314, 41232, 324), (234, 1213, 43213, 34213, 4232, 323413), (1234,213, 431213, 341213, 41232, 3123413), (423, 121, 4121, 3413, 4323413, 234232),(3, 34123, 43121, 13, 434121, 23123413), (23, 234123, 423121, 213, 4234121,3123413), (312, 343, 123121, 4121, 1234121, 3413), (2, 42312, 24, 12343, 34234121,123413), (32, 342312, 324, 312343, 4234121, 3123413), (321, 1232, 4324, 23124,12324, 234121), (4321, 41232, 324, 423124, 412324, 4234121), (124, 4123124,123121, 234123121, 4121, 1213214321), (23214, 21232, 34232, 123121, 234232,1213214321), (14, 4123214, 3421232, 2341232, 34123121, 21234232), (413, 3431213,3413, 234232, 321234232, 1213214321), (34, 3213, 34213, 232), (4123, 43121,43123413, 1234232), (3, 3423, 3121, 34121), (2, 2312, 2343, 23413), (4312, 12343,4123121, 41234121), (21, 232, 2324, 23124), (3124, 12324, 34123124, 34121),(123214, 341232, 3421232, 1234232), (423214, 421232, 2341232, 4123121), (4213,43213, 23431213, 23413), (4, 213, 4213), (23, 121, 323413), (123, 3121, 3123413),(32, 343, 234121), (432, 2343, 4234121), (1, 324, 3124), (32343, 34121, 234121),(312343, 434121, 1234121), (2312343, 4234121, 41234121), (24, 42324, 4123121),(43124, 4123121, 34123121), (124, 412324, 34123121), (24, 423124, 234123121),(324, 2324, 3423124), (314, 232, 1232), (214, 232, 4232), (2314, 4232, 21232), (3214,1232, 34232), (12314, 41232, 421232), (43214, 412, 341232), (41213, 1234232,21234232), (13, 31213, 1234232), (13, 341213, 321234232), (413, 431213, 21234232),(213, 3213, 2341213), (23121, 23413, 323413), (423121, 123413, 4323413), (3423121,3123413, 43123413), (23413, 123413, 423123413), (34121, 434121, 341234121),(43, 23413), (12, 34121), (2343, 4121), (2324, 123121), (3124, 123121), (123124,4123121), (341232, 1213214321), (421232, 1213214321), (232, 23421232), (4213,234232), (3213, 234232), (343213, 1234232), (3121, 3413), (3413, 43123413), (4121,41234121). References1. Samy A. Youssef, Graphs on Weyl Groups. Ph.D. Thesis, Indian Institute of Technology,Kharagpur, July,1992.2. SamyA. Youssef, Hulsurkar, S. G.,More on the Girth of Graphs on Weyl Groups, ArchivumMathematicum, 29 (1993) 19-23.3. Hulsurkar, S. G., Proof of Verma's conjecture on Weyl's dimension polynomial , Invent.Math., 27 (1974) 45-52.4. Chastkofsky, L., Variation on Hulsurkar's matrix with applications to representation ofalgebraic Chevalley groups, J. Algebra, 82 (1983) 253-274.5. Verma, D. N., The role of A�ne Weyl groups in the representation theory of AlgebraicChevalley groups and their representations. Lie groups and their representations. Ed. 1.M.Gelfand, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1975.
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